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Microjustice’s ambition is to assure the legal
protection of all and social inclusion of
marginalised people and victims of
humanitarian crises, thus empowering
refugees, women, indigenous, migrants and
poor people in general. We do so by enabling
them to exercise their fundamental legal rights
and facilitate their access to legal aid through
our Legal Rights’ Protection Program.
The world today is facing various humanitarian
crises. At this very moment there are more
refugees than ever while the catastrophic
consequences of climate change drive new
migration and increase poverty worldwide. All
of them lack the knowledge and skills to access
the legal-administrative system of their
country and to exercise their rights.
Since 1996, Microjustice’s mission is to end this
injustice and to promote universal access to
legal protection and affordable legal aid in line
with UN Sustainable Development Goal 16
‘Leaving no- one behind’. We aim to provide
every marginalised person with legal aid in all
their day-to-day (legal) issues.
In various countries in three continents
Microjustice has already successfully helped
and connected the underprivileged with local
legal professionals. Our 25 years of grassroot
experience (read more in our CV) has resulted
in two core tools: the Legal Rights’ Protection
Barometer and the Digital Legal Aid Platform.

Microjustice’s value added
Microjustice’s legal protection work is unique,
for it has a definite preventive purpose. It gives
legal protection to avoid or mitigate conflicts.
As our legal aid tools focus on prevention and
day-to-day justice, it is a much-needed parallel
system to existing free legal aid programmes
that mainly focus on criminal law and
(sometimes) on conflict resolution procedures
and courts.

IMPACT PAST 25 YEARS
▪ Former Yugoslavia – many 100.000 resolved cases
and 89.077 cross-border administrative & legal
documents arranged
▪ Bolivia - 191,209 cases of legal assistance and
32.318 resolved legal issues. 62.820 persons
directly assisted, resulting in 377.453 beneficiaries
▪ Peru – 58.584 cases of legal assistance and 6.121
legal issues resolved. 32.022. persons directly
assisted, resulting in 100.938 beneficiaries
▪ Rwanda – 5.852 cases of legal assistance, and 702
Legal issues resolved.
▪ Kenya – 5.322 cases of legal assistance, and 468
Legal issues resolved, resulting 3.921 persons
assisted.

Mission
It is our mission to enable people to be
acquainted with and effectively exercise their
legal rights and to connect marginalized people
to local legal professionals with just one tap on
their mobile phone.
SDG 16: Leaving no one behind
Both the Legal Rigths’ Protection Barometer and the Digital Legal Aid Platform contribute to achieving
Sustainable Development Goal 16 as set by the United Nations:
promoting peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, by providing access to justice for all and building effective,
accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels.
Alignment of our ambitions with the UN Sustainable Development Goals
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Your support

You want to know more on Microjustice

More funding and resources are needed to roll
out the Legal Rights’ Protection Barometer and
Digital legal Aid Platform globally. Although the
Barometer and Platform are best combined in
an encompassing country-level strategy, both
Barometer and Platform allow for tailor-made
approaches to suit specific needs or types of
conflict, including regional and global
approaches.

▪
▪
▪

Your help is sought to promote universal access
to legal protection to the international
development agenda with a global barometer
fundamental in setting standards, and digital
legal aid platform per country to help people in
a specific context to feel secure and protected
in their life and endeavours.

▪

Link to CV of Microjustice
Link to business plan
Link to the donors who contributed to
Microjustice
Link to Impact of 25 yeas Microjustice

Contact details
info@microjustice.org
www.microjustice.org

We ask you to support our efforts with funding,
knowledge and collaboration for:
▪

Exploitation of existing regions of
operation in Bolivia, Serbia, Kenya, Jordan,
Ukraine, and Egypt.
Link to preview the Barometer
Link to a preview the Platforms Bolivia,
Serbia and Kenya

▪

New Legal Rights’ Protection Barometer
and Digital Legal Aid Platform for one or
more regions or countries Link to Legal
Rights’ Protection Program Case for
support

▪

Microjustice Legal Rights’ Protection
Program in specific Humanitarian Crisis
Link to Program

Do you want to know more please fill in our
‘Microustice Interest Form’
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